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Are you ready for crisis?
questionnaire
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Media landscape
•

Reach, immediacy of social media

•

Recognition that reputation goes
beyond “PR spin”

•

#fakenews

•

#MeToo movement
and social activism

•

Citizen journalist
o Everyone is a publisher
o 24/7 news cycles
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Why is reputation management important?

Often it is not the issue or crisis that will determine
the outcome, but how you handle it.

Why organizations
should be thinking about
reputation management
•

The way organizations manage a crisis can define
commercial success and reputation–internally
and externally–across multiple stakeholders.

•

The manner in which one handles a crisis today
has changed dramatically over the years.

•

The growth and influence of the digital world is
redefining the rules of issues and crisis management.

•

Great issues and crisis management is no accident,
it is anchored in great preparation, testing, and
regular evaluation.

Issue and crisis management
What’s the difference?

What is an issue?

What is a crisis?

• Brands can recover from an issue, response can
strengthen brand

• Negative, long-term impact on reputation
and/or bottom line

• Issues don’t present any immediate risk to the
organization’s reputation, and/or bottom line, for the
long-term

• Requires immediate response, usually in an
evolving situation
• Halts business operations

• Issues can be sudden or smoldering
• Typically do not involve death
• Issues can escalate into a crisis when not responded
to properly

• Effects multiple business lines
• Life and death
• Can be sudden and unexpected,
or smoldering

Most crises start as issues or incidents that were not
effectively contained or addressed because they were not:

Anticipated

Recognized

Managed

Resources were not
devoted to them

Issues management includes:

Issues and challenges:

Effective crisis management:

•

•

Consumer and community activism

•

•

Declining trust

Strategic development

•

Who to believe

and implementation

•

Diverse audiences and stakeholders

•

Issue identification, prioritization,
and monitoring

•

Message development

•

Alliance building

•

Measurement and evaluation

At its most basic, a crisis plan should:
o Tell what happened
o Explain what is being done
o Express how you feel

•

Be the first with information and
make sure it is accurate

•

Set expectations for responsiveness

•

Balance between perfection
and timely

•

Plan for the worst and scale as needed

Case Studies
Getting it right

Air Canada –

Protecting User Data
Overview
• In 2018, a data breach on Air Canada’s mobile app affected
20,000 people

•

The hackers were able to access basic profile data, including
names, email addresses and phone numbers as well as
sensitive information like passport numbers

Action
• The company took action to block data breach attempts by
implementing new protocols including temporarily locking
mobile app accounts. This security measure was meant to
protect customers’ data.
•

Air Canada also released a data breach notification on its
website which included an FAQ and instructions users should
follow to protect their data.

Key learnings
•

Transparency and openness can be beneficial. It’s important
to keep your customers informed.

•

Acting in a timely fashion will help ensure controlled
messaging relating to the issue is delivered to those
who need it.

Starbucks–

Sensitivity Training
Overview
• Protests at Starbucks after two African Americans were
arrested for trespassing for sitting down without a purchase
•

Off brand publicity - Starbucks prides itself on being a vibrant
and inviting space

Action
• Starbucks closed more than 8,000 stores in the U.S. and
Canada for part of a day to conduct racial-bias education
sensitivity training to ensure everyone inside a Starbucks store
feels safe and welcome
•

Face-to-face apology by CEO - We're ashamed and recognize
that racial bias is a problem we must address.

Key Learnings

•

Swift action and demonstrated transparency
proves beneficial

•

Tackle the issue head-on and commit
to do better

•

Communications is key

Hydro One–

When an Employee
has to go (or not)
Overview
• An individual at a soccer game jumps in front of news camera and
utters an obscenity. The video goes viral and the individual and his
place of work are quickly identified.
•

The CEO of Hydro One calls the behavior unacceptable and fires the
employee.

•

This generates significant public discussion about whether the
dismissal was justified, given that the incident took place outside of
the office and work hours.

Action
• The employee was rehired; details of the rehiring have
not been disclosed publicly
Key learnings
•

Balance reputational risk with legal advice

•

Ensure employees are familiar with internal code of
conduct/ethics and understand that brand-damaging
behaviour will not be tolerated

•

Hydro One has since implemented proactive employee
communications on core company values and policies

Nike–

Dealing with Sexual Harassment
Overview
• Due to widespread allegations of sexual harassment and assault, Nike
has been receiving significant negative media coverage. Sources have
continuously cited the company as having a problematic “boys club”
culture.
•

Recently, the company has been sued by shareholders due to
the volume of sexual harassment allegations that have impacted
stock value.

Action
• In a short timeframe, the athletic brand overhauled its senior level
employees, with 11 “leaving” the company as of May 2018.
•

Spokespeople and executives were seen as unsupportive of female
victims, harming the company’s reputation in online spaces.

Key learnings
•

It’s important to educate employees about respectful workplace
practices and policies.

•

Simply firing perpetrators will not solve a problem. Changing
corporate culture is also required to effectively address
these issues.

•

For reputational risk due to sexual harassment, proactive measures,
policies, and planning need to be implemented.

Highlights

Plan

Response

Recovery
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